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Power Spectrum
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Fig. 8.— The measured angular power spectrum for the 4 red-
shift bins using methodology described in Sec 3.4. We have plotted
the full angular power-spectra, which takes into the whole sky in
the top panel, the north (Galactic) angular power-spectra and the
south (Galactic) angular power-spectra. Within the range of in-
terest, the north and south angular power-spectra are consistent,
suggesting that the systematics are at a relatively low level in the
scales of interest, if they affect the north and south differently.

4.1. Description of Systematics
Here we consider not only sample systematics, but in

particular the systematics that may contribute to extra

(or deficit) power in the angular scale under considera-

tion.

4.1.1. Stellar contamination and obscuration

Fig. 9.— The measured angular cross-correlations for the first
3 redshift bins with the other slices. We do not show repeats of
the cross-correlated pairs. When we examine cross-power across
various redshift bins, any difference between the measured power
and the expected power (from galaxy cross-correlations) can also be
used as a measure of the effects of systematics. In the top panel,
there is significant extra power at large scale, and also negative
correlations (which cannot come from galaxy auto-correlations),
therefore, there are significant systematics within CMASS 1. In
the bottom panel, we observe the high redshift slice CMASS 4 also
has some substantial effects from systematics at large scales. The
CMASS 2 and CMASS 3 samples are fairly clean from systematics
in the scales of interest.

C� - angular power spectrum

Credit: Ho et al. 2012

= radial projection of P (k)
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Seeing
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z01 u-band seeing

• Seeing - the FWHM of the point-spread function in a pixel.

• Affects photometric noise, de-blending of sources, and star-galaxy 
separation.
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Photometric Quasars

• Excess cross-correlation contaminates fNL and implies systematics.

• We perform mode-projection - boosts the expected noise of 
contaminated modes to remove them from the estimator.

• Mode-projecting the seeing map reduces the cross-correlation by 4σ; 
stellar contamination was also a culprit.

4Tegmark et al. 1997, Bond et al. 1998, Halverson et al. 2001

5.4σ

Credit: Pullen and Hirata 2013

Still too
high!

9.2σ
mode-projection
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Going Forward
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• SDSS DR6 quasar maps had 2% contamination; < 0.6% is 
needed for                .

• LSST’s multiple viewings will beat down some systematic 
errors (e.g. seeing) on small scales, but not others (e.g. stellar 
contamination).

• More masking (Leistedt et al. 2013), cross-correlating 
between surveys (Giannantonio et al. 2013) seem to help.

• Ho & Agarwal (Ho et al. 2013) show that contaminated 
angular modes can be removed directly.

• I am currently testing these methods for the LSST survey.

fNL < 10
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CMASS Galaxies

• CMASS galaxies from BOSS survey exhibit stellar 
contamination on large scales.

• It appears that unknown contaminants may be present.

• Next steps: (1) Identify methods to remove unknown systematics 
after mode-projection and (2) determine LSST multiple scans 
response using Stripe 82 data.

6

4.3σ 2.4σ

mode-projection

Ho et al. 2012
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How to remove systematics?
• We avoid fitting cross-

correlation amplitudes, which 
can cause spurious modes and 
oversubtraction.

• Instead we mode-project 
templates related to various 
systematics.

• Mode projection makes the 
estimator exactly insensitive to a 
given systematic template by 
effectively increasing the 
contaminated mode’s noise.
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A number large enough
so increasing it further does

not affect the estimate.
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Non-Gaussianity
• In LSS, non-Gaussianity causes 

the clustering bias to shift at large 
scales.

• Quasars are the best tracers for 
this due to high redshifts and high 
bias.

• Systematics Test: Cross-correlate 
quasar maps from different 
redshifts.

8Planck Collaboration 2013, Dalal et al. 2008, Slosar et al. 2008, Xia et al. 2011

∆b(k) ∝ fNL/k
2

ΦNG = φG + fNL(φ
2
G −

�
φ2
G

�
)

(Planck:                           )fNL = 2.7± 5.8
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Constraints on local primordial non-Gaussianity from large scale structure

Figure 3. This figure shows six data sets that are most relevant for our constraints
on the value of fNL. In the left column we show the NVSS×CMB integrated
Sachs–Wolfe cross-correlation, the QSO1 power spectrum, the spectroscopic
LRG power spectrum, while the right column shows the last three slices of the
photometric LRG sample. The lines show the best-fit fNL = 0 model (black,
solid) and two non-Gaussian models: fNL = 100 (blue, dotted), fNL = −100
(red, dashed). The ISW panel additionally shows the fNL = 800 model as a
green, dot–dashed line. While changing fNL, other cosmological parameters were
kept fixed. See the text for further discussion.

constraints by a significant factor. The effect in the photometric LRG samples is similar,
although we are now looking the angular space, where the dependence has been smeared
out. The QSO plot again shows similar behavior, with two caveats. First, the changes
in the predicted power spectrum on small scales are a result of the fact that b dn/dz is
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Credit: Slosar et al. 2008
fNL = 100

fNL = −100

ΦNG = φG + fNL(φ
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G −
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(Planck:                           )fNL = 2.7± 5.8



Scale-dependent bias
• Nongaussian perturbations are seen 

in many models of primordial 
cosmology.

• It mixes large (halos) and small      
(< galaxy) scale clustering

• It makes scale-dependent bias.

• Big effect on large scales!

• Photometric quasars are best due to 
large, high-redshift samples.

Nongaussian

Gaussian

Φ = φ+ fNL(φ
2 −

�
φ2

�
)

Decomposed Curvature 
Perturbation

∆b(M,k) ∝ fNL(b− p)

k2T (k)D(z)

p =

�
1 galaxies
1.6 quasars
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Quasar Clustering
• Quasars are the best tracers for this 

due to high redshifts and high bias.

• We choose 3 redshift slices within a 
larger SDSS photometric quasar 
sample (Richards et al. 2008).

• Systematics Test: Cross-correlate 
quasar maps from different redshifts.

• Quasar maps should be uncorrelated!

• Use a quadratic maximum likelihood 
(QML) estimator for     .
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Quasar Maps
z ∈ [0.9, 1.3] z ∈ [1.6, 2.0] z ∈ [2.3, 2.9]

Label zp zmean Nqso

z01 0.9–1.3 1.230 75,835
z02 1.6–2.0 1.731 91,356
z03 2.3–2.9 2.210 10,806
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Photometric Redshifts

• Colors from apparent magnitudes vary with redshift, 
allowing redshifts to be estimated fast.

• Redshift errors are large ( ~ 0.1).
12

colors



Redshift Distribution



Template Properties

Systematic (units) Ψ σΨ ζ z01 slope z02 slope z03 slope

ebv (mag) 0.0251 0.0109 107 +0.415±0.424 -0.249±0.351 -5.84±2.98

star +2.96 × 10−7 0.658 106 +0.0149±0.0070 +0.0121±0.0058 +0.130±0.049

rstar +3.67 × 10−6 1.38 106 (+2.60 ± 3.35) × 10−3 (+7.29 ± 2.77) × 10−3 (+3.89± 23.58)× 10−3

ugr (mag) +0.0176 0.0354 109 -0.0453±0.1306 -0.276±0.108 +0.438±0.919

gri (mag) +6.59 × 10−3 0.0282 109 -0.0852±0.1639 (-8.98 ± 135.61) × 10−3 -0.322±1.154

riz (mag) +1.84 × 10−3 0.0211 107 +0.201±0.219 +0.401±0.181 -0.0270±1.5419

uerr (mag) -0.0164 0.0207 105 -0.480±0.223 -0.0589±0.1847 -2.54±1.57

airu (mag) 1.15 0.0921 106 -0.0583±0.0502 -0.0700±0.0415 -0.0838±0.3532

seeu (arcsec) 1.54 0.175 106 -0.176±0.026 -0.124±0.022 -0.198±0.186

seer (arcsec) 1.35 0.164 106 -0.162±0.028 -0.112±0.023 -0.130±0.198

skyu (maggies/arcsec2) 22.2 0.230 106 (-3.25± 20.10)× 10−3 +0.0265±0.0166 -0.170±0.141

skyi (maggies/arcsec2) 20.3 0.216 106 (-9.28± 21.40)× 10−3 +0.0464±0.0177 -0.0936±0.1506

mjd (days) 52505 552 102 (+3.4 ± 8.4) × 10−6 (+1.92 ± 0.69) × 10−5 (+1.52 ± 0.59) × 10−4

cam1 +1.19 × 10−9 2.85 × 10−3 106 -2.08±1.62 +1.45±1.34 +1.33±11.42

cam2 −7.11 × 10−10 2.85 × 10−3 106 -0.324±1.622 -0.697±1.342 +0.125±11.416

cam3 −8.42 × 10−10 2.85 × 10−3 106 +0.977±1.622 +1.72±1.34 +7.87±11.42

cam4 −1.46 × 10−9 2.85 × 10−3 106 +4.44±1.62 -4.73±1.34 +8.80±11.42

cam5 −2.92 × 10−9 2.85 × 10−3 106 -3.32±1.62 -1.97±1.34 -7.72±11.42

ref -0.0596 0.439 106 (-2.59± 10.53)× 10−4 (+5.00 ± 8.71) × 10−3 +0.0299±7.41



Power Reductions

Seeing, stellar contamination seem to be the 
dominant systematics.

Systematic 104C12
� ∆SNR (σ)

Red stellar contamination 1.59± 0.19 -0.8
(g − r) vs. (u− g) 1.60± 0.19 -0.8
(i− z) vs. (r − i) 1.57± 0.19 -0.9
Air mass (u band) 1.66± 0.19 -0.5
Seeing (u band) 1.06± 0.19 -3.6
Seeing (r band) 1.16± 0.19 -3.1

Systematic 105C12
� ∆SNR (σ)

Stellar contamination 5.5± 2.8 -0.7
Seeing (u band) 6.6± 2.8 -0.3
Seeing (r band) 6.7± 2.8 -0.3

z01 x z02

z01 x z03
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LSS Surveys
• A catalog of galaxies, 

quasars, etc. within a given 
distance/area interval.

• Traces large-scale structure 
(LSS) back in time.

• Carries an imprint from 
very early structure.
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Credit: SDSS

Dark Energy, Star Formation

Inflation

SDSS - Sloan Digital Sky Survey


